DATA SECURITY REPORT
EXPLORE HOW WiiBid's CLOUD BASED
SECURITY SYSTEM SAFEGUARDS
YOUR INFORMATION

ABSTRACT
Throughout this report, we will emphasize how WiiBid's cloud based
platform offers more security than traditional mortgage applications.
Join us as we explore how using email as the primary data sharing
tool during the conventional mortgage process could put your
information at risk. Learn about all the additional security benefits you
will have access to by applying for a mortgage with WiiBid.
According to IBM's most recent 'Cost of a Data Breach' report,[1] Data
Breaches are a growing risk for small businesses. Data and its
security should be at the core of every organization, hence planning
and managing the inherent risk of possessing sensitive or personal
information is vital. Data breaches due to vulnerable system
architecture can endanger clients and be detrimental to enterprise
growth and innovation. The monetary forfeiture due to a data breach
may be acute for clients, small growing businesses, and established
companies alike, especially if security flaws are not fully identified.
This can lead to continuous loss of data, which erodes trust and can
lead to the closure of a business.
All companies, within any sector may be at risk of data breaches, as
well as the resulting damage therefrom. For example, in 2018 hackers
stole credit card information of 500,000 British Airways customers,
resulting in a fine equivalent to $312 million; in the same year,
Facebook had to pay $6.6 billion in the wake of sharing the data of 87
million users with Cambridge Analytica. Even Equifax had to pay a
$889 million fine in 2017, seeing as an internal data breach exposed
[2]
private information of around 147 million customers!
The mortgage sector, in which highly personal data is key to
application approval, faces heightened risks. If the required physical,
organizational, contractual, and technological security measures are
not put in place, your sensitive personal information is at risk of theft,
unauthorized access or disclosure, replication, or modification.
Considering the required documentation for a mortgage application,
this may severely damage the confidence you place in your broker,
lender and you as a client, as it may lead to identity theft!
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THE RISK POSED BY DOING
MORTGAGE BUSINESS 'AS USUAL'
Mortgage Brokers, although reputable and knowledgeable, are not
equipped with sophisticated security tools that allow them to collect
personal information form their clients securely. To conduct their
business, they may submit applications to several different lenders on
your behalf, meaning that your documents are accessible by multiple
parties.
Each instance of your personal data being shared, adds to the risk of
having your information compromised. For example, while mortgage
brokers take caution and intend to safeguard their clients, emailing
them your documents represents an occurrence at which your data is
at risk of being leaked. As does every time your broker sends your
[3]
application to a lender!
In comparison, using WiiBid to find a mortgage eliminates the need to
send information to anyone; you upload your application into an
encrypted environment, so no one can access your documentation
and identifiable data unless you permit it! On top of this, WiiBid
enforces scrutinizing protocols on staff that may see your data, and
requires rigorous background checks from anyone who has access to
the platform internally.

Our system is fully secure.

WHY YOU SHOULDN'T EMAIL YOUR DATA
Almost everyone knows that sending Personal Information over
unencrypted email can be risky, but did you know that the most
common way of transferring data during the mortgage application
process is unsecured email?
Even when using uniquely complex email passwords that are difficult
to crack, hackers are increasingly finding their way into unsecure email
accounts. As stated above:

Each instance of your personal data being shared, adds
to the risk of having your information compromised!
[3]
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PRIVACY BREACHES IN CANADA
A privacy breach is an incident involving the unwanted disclosure or
[4]
dissemination of personal information. In Canada, this often involves:

Name

Date of Birth

SIN

As explained, data breaches can cause all kinds of financial damages
to companies and their clients. Even private citizens may unexpectedly
face the consequences of their data being accessed illegally: in
August 2020 the Canadian Government announced that hackers
acquired the usernames of 9,041 GCKey and CRA accounts and used
to try and access government services as the owners of these
accounts! [5]
The following graph shows the average cost of a single data breach in
Canada between 2015 and 2020:
[6]
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As you can see, the average cost of a single breach in Canada
constitutes a significant loss of potential capital. The causes of these
breaches are not always criminal: 42% of Canadian data breaches
were malicious in nature. In comparison, 35% were caused by system
[6]
glitches and 23% by human error; hence WiiBid has strict access
criteria and conducts regular security checks, to ensure neither of the
three happen.
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WHAT DATA IS AT RISK OF BREACH IN
THE MORTGAGE SECTOR?
Keeping the security of your data in mind, Applying for a mortgage can
be a strenuous process, as banks, private lenders and brokers all need
to do their due diligence. They have to assess the financial stability of
a mortgage applicant, adjust their rates accordingly and decide
whether to grant approval based on several other criteria. These
usually include the applicant's credit score, sources of income, and
current assets, all of which play a factor in the likelihood of closing a
mortgage contract.
A lender needs access to legitimate personal information, in order to
correctly assess creditworthiness, and the ability to pay off a desired
loan in an agreed upon timeframe. Per regulation, they also require you
to detail the source of funds you used to pay the down payment on a
property.[7]
This process is known as mortgage underwriting, i.e. the process of a
lender weighing the risk of a borrower defaulting on a loan against the
likelihood of repaying it and the potential profit to be made by granting
them a mortgage.
As we already established within this report, transferring all of this
crucial information via email, constitutes to a significant risk of a data
breach and can lead to some, if not all, of the following being leaked or
stolen by cyber criminals with malicious intent:
[7]

Photo IDs

Social Insurance
Numbers

Bank
Statements

Retirement
Assets

Federal Tax
Returns

Paystubs

Current/Future
Addresses

Basically everything needed to steal your identity and use it
for fraudulent and criminal activity!
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SO WHAT MAKES WiiBid SO SECURE?
Within our system architecture, every file upload is automatically
encrypted, and your data is stored in an encrypted blob storage
system. We are convinced that our double encryption drastically
reduces the chance of data breaches and establishes the security
standards needed during the mortgage application process.
In addition to double encryption, our automated auction process
further eliminates other risks, and ensures that:

Emails with sensitive financial information are encrypted
and secure
Human error that occurs when manually collecting, storing
or transmitting information or documents is mitigated
All
necessary
is collected
in one go, in order to
Emails
with information
sensitive financial
information
reduce
the
instances
at
which
data
breaches
could occur
are encrypted and secure.
No uploaded documents leave the secured environment,
abating the risk of undetected replication of information
You can fully track the status and progress of your
mortgage application, including who would like access to it
Lastly, WiiBid keeps up to date with the newest cybersecurity and
data hygiene recommendations of the Canadian Banker Association.
This further ensures the safety of your information and secures the
company against phishing attempts, as well as phone scams targeted
specifically at the financial sector.[8]

We have done our due diligence, so that you can submit an
application with confidence and the assurance that your
information will be securely stored with us!
[8]
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IN CONCLUSION
Your personal information is anonymized and not shared
with bidding lenders until you accept their offer
All WiiBid staff have undergone diligent privacy and
security training
Your personal information is never shared over email, but
encrypted and securely stored within Canada
We store and manage your documents safely and securely,
which gives you full control over your information
Any staff members supporting your application have
undergone criminal record checks
You maintain full ownership of any personal information
and can request the removal of any data at any time
We have established an uncompromising privacy policy,
with dedicated staff assigned to ensure guidelines are met
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